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To enhance working-performance robustness of suspension, a vehicle suspension with permanent-magnet magnetic-valve magnetorheological damper (PMMVMD) was studied. Firstly, mechanical structure of traditional magnetorheological damper (MD) used in vehicle suspensions was redesigned through introducing a permanent magnet and a magnetic valve. Based on theories of electromagnetics and Bingham model, prediction model of damping force was built. On this basis, two-degree-of-freedom vehicle suspension model was established. In addition, fruit fly optimization algorithm- (FOA-) line quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control algorithm suitable for PMMVMD suspensions was designed on the basis of developing normal FOA. Finally, comparison simulation experiments and bench tests were conducted by taking white noise and a sine wave as the road surface input and the results indicated that working performance of PMMVMD suspension based on FOA-LQG control algorithm was good.

1. Introduction

Because MDs have advantages of easy adjustment and low energy consumption, they are widely applied in vibration damping fields of vehicle suspensions, buildings, and so on. At present, many scholars focus their research on different sides of MD and have achieved some achievements [1–4]. Ni et al. conducted experimental identification on a self-inductance MD through computer software [5]. Shah et al. carried out experimental research on performance of magnetorheological fluids based on plate-like iron particles [6]. Caterino studied vibration damping of wind turbine with MDs [7]. Zalewski et al. built a new dynamic model for MDs [8]. Yazid et al. designed a MD with a combination of shear and squeeze modes [9]. Sohn et al. designed a MD with piston bypass hole, which could achieve smaller damping force at lower speed area and bigger damping force at higher damping force [10]. Sun et al. designed an enhancement-type MD with variable stiffness and damping coefficients through two magnetorheological units and one spring [11]. Ito et al. developed a novel rotary MD and conducted simulation and bench tests on the damper [12]. At present, in spite of these research achievements on MDs, some tricky problems still remain unsettled, which leaves much room for further study. For instance, when vehicles with MDs stop moving for a moment, sedimentation of magnetorheological fluid in MDs will happen; that is, magnetic particles will fall and hard lump will take shape because of losing magnetic field. Therefore, the hard lump will block the annular gap of MD, so suspensions will lose vibration damping ability when vehicles start to work again. In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes a new MD with a permanent magnet and a magnetic valve; the permanent magnet can provide stable magnet field for the annular gap of MDs; the magnetic valve can adjust the damping force. Hence, sedimentation problem of magnetorheological fluid in MDs can be solved.
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where $I'$ is input current, $N'$ is turn number, $\mu_0$ is magnetic permeability, $s'$ is area of valve plug’s left end, and $k'$ is stiffness coefficient of back spring; $H'$, $r'$ are height and basal diameter of the cone (the shape of right end of valve plug is conical); $r''$ is radius of right valve pipe.

Through putting parameters of designed novel damper into Bingham model [26–28], damping force $F_d$ of PMMVMD can be expressed by

$$F_d = \left( \frac{24\eta (Q - Q_2)^2 (L + 2L_1)}{\pi (r_3 + r_2) v (r_3 - r_2)^3} \right) + 2\eta \pi (r_3 + r_2) (L + 2L_1) v \left( \frac{r_3 - r_2}{(r_3 - r_2)} \right) L_1 \eta v \left( \frac{4 (L + 2L_1) (Q - Q_2)}{\eta v} \right) + 2\pi (r_3 + r_2) (L + 2L_1) r_2 \cdot \text{sgn}(v) + f,$$

where $F_d$ is damping force of MD; $\eta$ is plastic viscosity of liquid; $f$ is offset force; $L_1, L$ are shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Modeling of PMMVMD Suspension. Figure 3 displays the physical model of a researched quarter suspension, according to which its mathematic model can be expressed by the following [29]:

$$m_s x_s'' + k_s (x_s - x_t) + F_d = 0,$$

$$m_t x_t'' + k_t (x_t - x_s) - k_s (x_s - x_t) - F_d = 0,$$

where $m_s, m_t$ are vehicle sprung mass and unsprung mass; $x_s, x_t, x_r$ are displacement of sprung mass, displacement of unsprung mass, disturbance input from the road, respectively; $k_s, k_t$ are stiffness coefficient of suspension spring and tyre.

### 3. Design of FOA-LQG Control Algorithm

3.1. The Development of FOA. In the process of optimization through FOA, the number of fruit fly groups and group radius of each fruit fly have a great impact on optimization speed and accuracy. Therefore, this paper intends to optimize the number of fruit groups and group radius of each fruit fly in optimization in the following way.

3.1.1. Homogeneous-Distribution Operation of Fruit Fly Group. In optimization of normal FOA, only a fruit fly group consisting of different fruit fly number is employed and all fruit flies conduct optimization around the group centre [30–32]. Therefore, there is only a single group centre in the process of optimization. Only when the group centre is near the optimal value, there is possibility for individual fruit fly in the group to find the optimal solution. The original position of group centre is assigned by computers with randomness. Therefore, the original position of FOA with only one fruit fly group has a great impact on its convergence speed.

In order to enhance performance of FOA, homogeneous-distribution operation of fruit fly group is proposed in this paper; that is, in FOA optimizing process, multiple small fruit fly groups are employed to conduct optimization in the solution space simultaneously. Moreover, the solution space is divided evenly into several subspaces with each one containing a small fruit fly group. Thus, the centre positions of fruit fly groups can reach the optimal value easily because every subspace has a searching simultaneously small fruit fly group in the whole solution space. In this way, optimization speed can be greatly quickened.

Homogeneous-distribution operation of fruit fly group is conducted in the following way: Firstly, let us suppose that optimizing space is $[\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_n]$; that is, optimal solution of the would-be optimized problem lies in the space determined.
by \(\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_n\). Space \([\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_n]\) can be divided into \(n\) subspaces \(\Omega_i^m\) \((i = 1, 2, \ldots, n)\)

\[
\Omega_i^m = \sum_{j=1}^{n} [\alpha_j, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_n],
\]

where \([\alpha_1, (1/n)]\).

Then, create \(n\) fruit fly groups \(F_i\) randomly and each group includes several fruit flies. In the optimization process, each fruit fly group \(F_i\) is assigned to a subspace \(\Omega_i^m\) so that \(n\) fruit fly groups can be distributed homogeneously into optimal solution space \([\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_n]\). Thus, global optimal solution can be achieved after iteration optimization.

3.1.2. Group-Radius-Decrease-with-Increase-of-Optimization-Generation Operation. FOA has some such advantages as great versatility, rapid searching speed, high efficiency, and so on. But in normal FOA optimization process, group radius of each fruit fly is a constant value, which has a bad impact on optimizing of fruit fly groups, because if the radius of fruit group is bigger, fruit fly groups tend to skip optimal solution, with the global optimizing speed being reduced; if the radius of fruit groups is smaller, the local searching ability will be enhanced, but it is easy for the algorithm to fall into local optimum, or the convergence speed will be reduced. Therefore, in this paper, the group radius will decrease with the increase of iteration generation according to

\[
R_i^m = R_0^m + \frac{\tau_1}{\sigma_1},
\]

where \(R_i^m\) is group radius of \(i\)th iteration; \(R_0^m\), \(\tau_1\), \(\sigma_1\) are parameters of the algorithm, \(\tau_1 > 0\), \(\sigma_1 > 1\).

Thus, in the beginning of optimizing, the novel algorithm has great global searching ability to find the optimal area soon; in the ending period, it has great local searching ability to find the extremal point of optimal area.

3.2. Simulation Experiments of Verifying Optimization Effects. In order to verify effects of developed FOA with two operations mentioned above, 6 standard tested functions \((f_1 \sim f_6)\) are employed to carry out simulation experiments (these functions are from literature [33]). The novel FOA is employed to optimize minimum values of the 6 functions, with their function names and features listed in Table 1. In simulation, parameters of FOA are set as follows: number of fruit fly groups is 10, each fruit fly group has 10 fruit flies, iteration number is 200, \(R_0^m\) is 0.05, \(r\) is 2, and \(\sigma\) is 1.5. To avoid accidental error, simulation experiments on normal FOA and developed FOA are conducted for 20 times, respectively, and the simulation results are presented in Figures 4(a)–4(f). Figures 4(a)–4(f) indicate that convergence speed of developed FOA is faster than that of normal FOA and its optimizing accuracy is higher than that of normal FOA. Therefore, the following conclusion can be arrived at that developed FOA has greater searching ability and better effects than normal FOA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested functions</th>
<th>Search scope</th>
<th>Minimum value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(f_1)</td>
<td>Becker and Lago</td>
<td>([-10,10])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_2)</td>
<td>Modified Rosenbrock</td>
<td>([-5,5])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_3)</td>
<td>Schaffer F6</td>
<td>([-10,10])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_4)</td>
<td>BR-Rastrigin</td>
<td>([-5,10])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_5)</td>
<td>RA-Rastrigin</td>
<td>([-1,1])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_6)</td>
<td>Rosenbrock</td>
<td>([-2.048,2.048])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Design of FOA-LQG Control Algorithm. The novel FOA with homogeneous-distribution operation of fruit fly group and group-radius-decrease-with-increase-of-optimization-generation operation is combined with LQG controller so that FOA-LQG control algorithm suitable for PMMVMD suspensions can be designed. The essence of FOA-LQG control algorithm is to optimize 3 weighted factors \(q_1, q_2, q_3\) of LQG controller by developed FOA and to control PMMVMD suspension by the optimized LQG controller. The principle of controlling PMMVMD suspension by FOA-LQG is shown in Figure 5. 3 weighted factors \(q_1, q_2, q_3\) of LQG controller are regarded as food of fruit flies and sensitive olfaction of fruit flies is used to search for the food. At the same time, the third and fourth steps of normal FOA are combined and LQG controllers represented by point positions are employed to calculate smell density of the fruit flies. In this way, the specific parameters of FOA can be combined with fruit fly position points directly, which simplifies optimizing steps and enhances efficiency to a large extent.

The workflow of developed FOA is described as follows.

Step 1. Initialize position \(X_{j,m}^f\) for \(m\) fruit fly groups (where \(j = 1, 2, \ldots, m\)) according to homogeneous-distribution operation of fruit fly group mentioned in Section 3.1.

Step 2. Assign random \(\eta\) of searching food by smell to each fruit fly and renew group radius \(R_i^m\) according to (7). Position coordinates of fruit groups after \(i\)th iteration can be expressed by

\[
X_{m,j}^1 = X_{m,j-1}^1 + R_i^m (\eta_i - 0.5),
\]

\[
X_{m,j}^2 = X_{m,j-1}^2 + R_i^m (\eta_i - 0.5),
\]

\[
X_{m,j}^3 = X_{m,j-1}^3 + R_i^m (\eta_i - 0.5),
\]

where \((X_{m,j}^1, X_{m,j}^2, X_{m,j}^3)\) is position coordinates of \(m\)th fruit group after \(i\)th iteration.

Step 3. Calculate directly smell density of individual fruit fly position based on spatial coordinate parameters. The smell density of designed FOA-LQG controller is represented by control-effect fitness function of LQG controller corresponding to the fruit fly position in this paper. Based on the above suspension model, the target performance index \(J\)
Figure 4: Algorithm comparison of optimizing $f_1 \sim f_6$: (a) algorithm comparison of optimizing tested function $f_1$; (b) algorithm comparison of optimizing tested function $f_2$; (c) algorithm comparison of optimizing tested function $f_3$; (d) algorithm comparison of optimizing tested function $f_4$; (e) algorithm comparison of optimizing tested function $f_5$; (f) algorithm comparison of optimizing tested function $f_6$.
of LQG is employed as fitness function of FOA, which can be expressed by

$$J = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T \left[ q_1 (x_i - x_s)^2 + q_2 (x_i - x_r)^2 + q_3 x_i^2 \right] dt.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

**Step 4.** Find the individual fruit fly with the highest smell density in each group (calculate the maximum value of best smell density and its corresponding number).

**Step 5.** Retain the maximum value of best smell density and its corresponding number in each group. Then, every individual fruit fly in this group flies to this position by its vision.

**Step 6.** Conduct iteration optimization and the optimum position obtained in Step 5 becomes the original position of next iteration optimization. Judge whether the smell density is higher than the present one. If the answer is yes, go to execute Step 5; otherwise go to execute Steps 2–4 again.

### 4. Experiments

In order to verify the working performance of designed PMMVMD suspension based on FOA-LQG control algorithm, a vehicle is employed to carry out simulation experiments (experiments of verifying algorithms and experiments of verifying suspension system) and bench tests. The main parameters of the simulation vehicle are as follows: $m_s = 330$ kg, $m_t = 50$ kg, $k_s = 20$ kN/m, and $k_t = 210$ kN/m.

#### 4.1. Simulation Experiments of Verifying Algorithms

These simulation experiments aim to verify the control effect of PMMVMD suspension based on designed FOA-LQG control algorithm. Meanwhile, simulation curves of PMMVMD suspension controlled by FOA-LQG control algorithm are compared with those of ones controlled by fuzzy control and sky-hook damping control and with those of passive suspension. In this simulation, the input is B road surface with surface roughness $G_x(r_0) = 64 \times 10^{-6}$; simulation speed is $u_f = 50$ km/h. The simulation results are shown in Figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c). Moreover, root mean square (RMS) values of vehicle mass centre vertical (VMCV) acceleration, suspension dynamic deflection, and tyre dynamic load are calculated and shown in Table 2.

Figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) indicated that peak values of VMCV acceleration, suspension dynamic deflection, and
Figure 6: Results of simulation experiments with B road surface input: (a) curve of VMCV acceleration; (b) curve of suspension dynamic deflection; (c) curve of tyre dynamic load.
tyre dynamic load of vehicle with PMMVMD suspension controlled by FOA-LQG are smaller than those of passive suspension; Table 2 indicates that RMS values of VMCV acceleration, suspension dynamic deflection, and tyre dynamic load of vehicle with PMMVMD suspension controlled by FOA-LQG decrease by 30.7%, 35.7%, and 16.4%, respectively, compared with those of passive suspension.

Figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) indicate that peak values of VMCV acceleration, suspension dynamic deflection, and tyre dynamic load of vehicle with PMMVMD suspension controlled by sky-kook damping control, fuzzy control, and FOA-LQG decrease sequentially. Likewise, Table 2 indicates that RMS values of VMCV acceleration, suspension dynamic deflection, and tyre dynamic load controlled by the above 3 control algorithms also decrease sequentially. It can be concluded through the above analysis that vehicles' riding performance, vehicle body posture, and tyre grounding performance are enhanced under the control of FOA-LQG; control effect on PMMVMD suspension of FOA-LQG is better than that of sky-kook damping control and fuzzy control.

### 4.2. Simulation Experiments of Verifying Suspension Working Control Effect

In the simulations, the results of PMMVMD suspension controlled by FOA-LQG are compared with those of normal MD suspension controlled by FOA-LQG and those of passive suspension. Sine wave road surface is employed as the input and expressed by (10). Simulation results are shown in Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c).

\[
x_c = 0.05 \times \sin (2\pi \times 0.97t) + 0.03 \sin (2\pi \times 0.54t).
\]

Figure 7(a) indicates that compared with those of passive suspension, peak values of VMCV acceleration of PMMVMD suspension and normal MD suspension decrease, which indicates that the two half-active suspensions can enhance vehicle riding performance. Figure 7(c) indicates that compared with that of passive suspension, tyre dynamic load of PMMVMD suspension and normal MD suspension decreases, which means that the two half-active suspensions can suppress the vibration of tyres and enhance the driving safety. In order to further compare working performance of the two suspensions, simulation results of the two half-active suspensions and passive suspension are calculated and listed in Table 3 so that quantitative analysis is conducted. Table 3 indicates that compared with those of the vehicle with passive suspension, RMS values of VMCV acceleration, suspension dynamic deflection, and tyre dynamic load of vehicle with normal MD suspension decrease by 31.2%, 39.3%, and 17.2%, respectively; compared with those of the vehicle with normal MD suspension, RMS values of VMCV acceleration, suspension dynamic deflection, and tyre dynamic load of vehicle with PMMVMD suspension decrease by 25.6%, 11.7%, and 12.9%, respectively. The above quantitative analysis can lead to the conclusion that the two half-active suspensions can enhance comprehensive performance of vehicles and working performance of PMMVMD suspension is better than that of normal MD suspension.

### 4.3. Bench Tests

The designed PMMVMD is installed on PA-20-Z-20kN electrohydraulic servo suspension testing system produced by Changchun Keixin Co., Ltd. so that quarter vehicle suspension testing system is built, which is shown in Figure 8. In the suspension testing system, vehicle sprung mass and unsprung mass are imitated by mass blocks. A tyre is installed through a clamp on the exciter, which is controlled by electrohydraulic servo system to form road surface excitation acting on the tyre. To collect vibration data, two acceleration pick-up sensors CA-YD-160 are fixed on two cross beams, on which sprung mass and unsprung mass are mounted. Displacement of exciter is measured by W-DC sensor. Suspension vibration data of acceleration pick-up sensors and displacement pick-up sensor is sent to industrial computer, saved, and processed. D2P prototype controller produced by Woodward, Inc. is employed as the PMMVMD suspension controller, which communicates with the industrial computer through CAN bus. Based on vibration state signals from the industrial computer and FOA-LQG control algorithm, D2P prototype controller calculates controlling electric current of PMMVMD magnetic valve and applies the current to it to optimize vehicle suspension performance. Meanwhile, D2P prototype controller collects control electric current of the magnetic valve through hall current pick-up sensor HBC10ESS so that closed loop control can form. The signals of vehicle speed and road surface in bench tests are the same with those in simulation experiment in Section 4.2. Testing results are shown in Figures 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c).

Figure 9(a) indicates that vibration performance of PMMVMD suspension is good and the biggest acceleration is lower than 0.675 m/s²; RMS value of acceleration is 1.242 m/s²; the two above results nearly agree with those of simulation results. Meanwhile, comparison of Figures 7(a) and 9(a) indicates that bench test results conform to simulation results, which proves that designed PMMVMD suspension based on FOA-LQG control algorithm can enhance the riding performance of vehicles. Meanwhile, comparison of Figures 7(b) and 7(c) and Figures 9(b) and 9(c) indicates consistency between simulation results and bench test results.

### Table 3: RMS values of simulation with sine wave road input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RMS values</th>
<th>Passive suspension</th>
<th>Normal MD suspension</th>
<th>PMMVMD suspension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VMCV acceleration/m·s⁻²</td>
<td>2.475</td>
<td>1.703</td>
<td>1.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension dynamic deflection/m</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyre dynamic load/N</td>
<td>758.573</td>
<td>627.855</td>
<td>546.949</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 7: Results of simulation experiments with sine wave road surface input: (a) curve of VMCV acceleration; (b) curve of suspension dynamic deflection; (c) curve of tyre dynamic load.
Figure 8: Quarter suspension testing system.

Figure 9: Results of bench tests with sine wave road surface input. (a) Curve of VMCV acceleration; (b) curve of suspension dynamic deflection; (c) curve of tyre dynamic load.
is good. It also suggests that error between simulation results and bench test results is minor, which, in turn, proves that the working performance of PMMVMD suspension based on FOA-LQG algorithm is desirable.

5. Conclusion

In order to enhance suspension working performance, a novel MD with permanent magnet and magnetic valve is designed and the PMMVMD suspension is studied. The whole research work in this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. A permanent magnet and magnetic valve are introduced to normal MD to make sure there is magnetic field in MD under both the PMMVMD’s working and nonworking state. Thus, sedimentation of magnetorheological fluid can be avoided and PMMVMD can work more robustly. On the basis of analyzing the working principle of newly designed MD, the model of PMMVMD and quarter PMMVMD suspension is built.

2. Homogeneous-distribution operation of fruit fly group and group-radius-decrease-with-increase-of-optimization-generations operation are introduced to normal FOA. Meanwhile, optimizing steps of normal FOA are developed, so the optimizing speed and accuracy of the developed FOA are enhanced. Simulation experiments are conducted and the results indicate that optimizing effects of the developed FOA is good. On this basis, FOA-LQG control algorithm for PMMVMD suspension is designed.

3. Two simulation experiments with B road surface input and sine wave road surface input are conducted. The simulation results indicate that the working performance of PMMVMD suspension is good and the control effect of FOA-LQG is good, too. The bench tests with sine wave road surface input are also carried out. The comparison of simulation results and bench test results suggests that the simulation results are right.
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